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2

System Requirements
Internet connection
As part of an advanced technological construction site, a strong internet connection is essential.
Operating System

64-bit Microsoft® Windows® 10.

Memory

8 GB RAM

Video Display Resolutions

1920 x 1080 with true color

Browser

Google Chrome

Connectivity

Stable Internet connection, download
speed will affect model loading time

Exchange Information Requirements
BIMSearch supports Revit models (*.*rvt file extension) stored on BIM360 Cloud.
On our roadmap is to develop support for IFC, DWG and other formats.
Important: BIMSearch can only present data that is visible in the selected Revit model view.

BIM Infrastructure
You will need to prepare the following before you use BIMSearch:
●
●
●
●

Create 2D\3D views in Revit to use on BIMSearch; make sure all the elements you need are
visible in those views
Check Revit Publish Settings and make sure all views needed on BIMSearch are included in
the set and published on the cloud
Set Automatic Publishing to make sure your models stay up to date
To improve performance, especially on large models, it's recommended to create views by
discipline
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Troubleshoot
The BIMSearch app is powered by Forge, so if there is an issue with the Forge or BIM360 platforms
BIMSearch might not work properly. In this case, check the Autodesk services status on Autodesk
Health Dashboard.
If your model is very large, it might not work smoothly on BIMSearch. In such a situation, it is
mandatory to create views by discipline, so that there will be fewer elements in the view and
therefore less data for BIMSearch to handle. Don’t forget to make sure all the required views are
published to the cloud.
Note: The order in which views are shown on the BIMSearch Document Browser is set by the order
in which they were created, with the oldest views at the top. The default view opened when opening
a model is the oldest view in the set.

For more information see this post.
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Administrator set-up instructions
Background
BIMSearch is a web application allowing data extraction from BIM models that are stored on the
Autodesk BIM 360 platform.
In order for it to work, BIMSearch needs to be added to your BIM 360 hosting hub.

Instructions for giving permissions
Part 1
If you already have API activated, skip to part 2.
Send an email to bim360appsactivations@autodesk.com
The subject should be: “BIM 360 Docs - API Activation Request”
Include in the email:
●
●
●

BIM 360 Account ID
BIM 360 Account name
BIM 360 Account Admin email address

Source
Part 2
Log in using your Account Admin
Click on the Account Admin tab at the top left of the browser (fig.1, on next page)
Click on the Apps tab (fig.2)
Select the BIMSearch app (fig.2)
Follow Autodesk’s authorization prompts (fig.3)
Check that BIMSearch is active and can be opened (fig.4)

Once you have completed this process, every user can log in via bim-search.com
If you need further support, contact Guy on +972 3 643 28 08.
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Interface Overview
Select Hub and Project
The first step to using BIMSearch is to select the HUB where your BIM360 project is located.
You can manually expand the relevant HUB and search for your project in the list of projects (projects
tree). Or use the “search your project” bar and type the project name.

After finding your project you need to choose the model you want to open. BIMSearch currently
supports only Revit projects (*.*rvt file extension) saved on BIM360.
Once you have chosen the model you need to select the version you want to open; the latest version
will be at the top.

After clicking the latest version published or one of the other versions, the model will open.
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Search Templates
The BIMSearch team has created pre-defined search templates.
To use them, click the drop down menu on the top left and select the category you want (for more
information on categories see Select Revit Category).

After selecting the desired category, BIMSearch will create a report (we also refer to this as the table)
based on the data in the model. In the bottom right of the viewer there is an instant widget, which
contains a summary of the totals resulting from your search. In addition, any elements in the model
not included in the search will appear transparent in the viewer.
In this document we will use the “Walls” pre-defined search template as an example.
This template was developed to help plan site logistics: site logistics managers need to know how
many units of material need to be delivered to each level.
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Understanding the BIMSearch table
Once you choose the search template, BIMSearch will create a table with the results. Each row
represents a group of elements, and each column details information about that group.
Column 1 - [Base Constraint][Type Name]
Column 1 shows the data within the search parameters.
Base Constraint represents the level where the bottom of the wall should be installed (Ground level,
Level 1 etc.).
Type name represents the material of the wall (Concrete, CMU, DRW etc.)
In this case, the walls are arranged, or grouped, according to level (i.e. Base Constraints). However, if
the columns were arranged [Type Name][Base Constraints], they would be arranged according to the
type of wall.
The reasoning behind this grouping is such: the typical information needed on site, for example, is
how many CMU units should be delivered to each level. The Wall Template groups the element by
level and then type name so that it is easy to see what needs to be delivered where.
Column 2 - Count
How many elements in the group
Column 3 - Type Name
Type Name is a built-in Revit parameter. In practice, this will often include information about the
element material (in this example, Exterior Glazing 10cm includes the thickness of the glazing).
Column 4,5 - Area [m^2], Volume [m^3]
Those columns represent the quantities of the group.
Column 6 - Base Constraint
As in column 1, the Base Constraint represents the level where the bottom of the wall (i.e. the base of
the wall) should be installed.
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Search options
Pre-defined templates include specific search definitions (filters).
By clicking the ‘+’\’-’ buttons users can expand\collapse filters, parameters and grouping drop-down
menus. In this way, users can edit their search and control what will appear in the table.

The first selection menu, “Additional filters”, includes Category, Second Filters and Report Properties.

Category
Use this to select which Revit Category you want the table to present.
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Second Filter
Select the parameter for the second filter.
The Walls Search Template selects “All” for the second filter, meaning that in practice nothing is
selected. However, you can adjust the search by selecting parameters for the second filter.

If, for example, you would like to see just the concrete walls, you can select all the values that include
the letters CON, and then click “Apply second filter”. In this case, the updated table will only show the
concrete walls.
The table and the viewer are interactive, such that if you mark rows in the table, the viewer will
highlight the relevant elements.
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Another option for narrowing down your view is to use the search bar at the top of the table to filter
data by text. This option won't change the totals at the bottom of the table (that is, it won’t edit your
search), it will just filter data in the table view. As seen in the image above, we can only highlight the
filtered element, but this easily locates important areas of the project. In our example, the table
search indicates that we need to cast a 50cm thick wall and ensure that we have the necessary cast
formwork for the job.

Report Properties Menu
In this menu we will mark the parameters we want to add to the table, see columns 1-5 in the
example.
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Grouping
Users can select parameters for groupings.
In the Wall Template, the grouping is Level/Base Constraint (for example 5th floor) and then by Type
name (wall material). Therefore the table will show what material is needed for each floor.

Create Report
After users finish selecting all the required data they should click Create Report to update the table.
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Display Configurations
Each display window can be minimized or expanded
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Download options
The BIMSearch report can be easily downloaded to Excel.
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BIMSearch Partners
AMEC
AMEC is a leading engineering and consulting firm with expertise in BIM.
We provide BIM consultancy services for organizations in the AEC industry.
The company is constantly growing and currently we have 35 employees which all come from the
AEC industry, engineers, architects and technicians.
You are welcome to visit us on our website and review our teams and projects.
https://www.amec.co.il

AMECTech
Founded by leading engineering and consulting firm AMEC, AMECTech benefits from years of
experience with BIM in the AEC industry.
As part of BIM implantation in AEC organizations developing custom made apps has become a
necessity.
AMECTech provides custom made developing services for organizations that use BIM and want to
maximize its benefits.
We are constantly developing the best ways to get the most out of BIM. Put your projects in the
hands of elite experts in the field of BIM implementation in the AEC industry.
We create smart construction tools which design your everyday life.
You are welcome to visit us on our website and review our team.
https://bim-search.com/who-we-are/
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Autodesk partnership
AMECTech is pleased to announce that as of October 2021, BIMSearch is integrated with the
Autodesk BIM 360® cloud, as part of Autodesk Construction Cloud™.
This integration makes our BIMSearch app available in the Autodesk Appstore, removing the need
for custom integration with your BIM 360 hub and making the process of signing up and accessing
BIMSearch streamlined and easy!
In discussing the wider benefits of the integration of BIMSearch with Autodesk BIM 360, Amit
Maimoni, CEO of Amit Maimoni Engineering and Consulting, as well as AMECTech, said:
“BIMSearch makes BIM accessible: where previously engineers needed costly software, now you just
need a browser and all the data from your BIM model is at your fingertips”.
“Integrating BIMSearch with the Autodesk Construction Cloud is particularly exciting for us, because”,
Maimoni continued, “being partnered with such an important company just proves how BIM is the
future of construction”.
Yaniv Stoliar, CTO of AMECTech, added: “BIMSearch is just the first step for AMECTech. We have
more apps in the pipeline, and getting the word out about BIMSearch will enable us to continue
improving our product and develop more”.
Thanks to the integration of BIMSearch with the Autodesk Construction Cloud, working with
BIMSearch has never been easier. Simply sign-up, log-in, and you are ready to go! Instead of a
lengthy custom integration process, the hub administrator need only select BIMSearch from the BIM
360 app store.
If you would like further information on BIMSearch or AMECTech, please visit the Help Center on our
Resources page, or contact us info@bim-search.com
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Autodesk App Store
As part of the Autodesk partnership you can find us on the Autodesk App Store.
You are welcome to visit us on our App Store page and explore BIMSearch.
https://apps.autodesk.com/BIM360/en/Detail/Index?id=812313243595946757&appLang=en&os=Web

Terms of use and privacy policy apply. Please see https://bim-search.com/legals/

